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using the overhead projector to bridge the
communication gap
by john pentick

As a teacher of adult immigrants in a in nearly every school and although
community college setting I1 was often the transparencies can be used in a lighted
disappointed with the way my students classroom I1 often found that a partially
communicated or more accurately failed darkened room encouraged shy students
to communicate once they left the class-
room

to speak out with a confidence that might
there seemed to be a large gap otherwise disappear furthermore the

between the competence they displayed transparency is a permanent addition to
in class and the garbled english they showed ones teaching materials and as such can
in the real world outside I1 resolved to be recalled for review or testing finally
try to develop an approach which would this type of lesson is an excellent way to
allow me to bring that real world into handle those friday afternoon doldrums
the classroom where we could work with the transparencies I1 used were usually
it the result series of overheadwas a drawn in rough by myself see drawing A
projector transparency lessons depicting an artistic student or friend would trans-

formfrom real lifescenes the crude original into the quality

the rationale of art you see in the finished product
drawing B

I1 chose the overhead projector for a
using example B I1 set the lesson up asnumber of reasons it is a simple easy
followstouseto use machine that is readily available
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vocabulary in the pictures eg how old is he

DRIVE a truck whats his phone number etc students
SHOVEL sand give the answers or make up new ques-

tionsSMOKE of their owna cigarette
KISS her husband
HOLD her mothers hand for advanced students advanced stu-

dentsWATCH TV television are directed to examine some detail
FIXREPAIR the car of one of the pictures the teacher might
SUPPOSED TO BE thefixing car ask what do you think is wrong with

structures the child in picture 3 or why do you
think hes watching TV in picture 4

habitual tense
what does he do conclusion
he drives a truck

continuous tense it has been my experience that most
whats he doing students approach transparency lessons such

hes driving a truck as the one described above with enthusiasm
because they are able to relate to thesesimple past

what did he dodog
he drove a truck john pentick began teaching ESL

in 1969 lieilelle has coordinated ESL
activities and remote community programs and

has pursued interests in teacher
introduction of new vocabularystruc training and adult education cur-

rentlytures teacher models statement and he is a community college
or question for the first picture students teaching master specializing in ESL
practice chorally and then individually and communications at confederation
class continues through all pictures college of applied arts and tech-

nologyteacher controlled practice teacher thunder bayday ontario ca-
nadachooses one student to come to the pro-

jector to ask the questions teacher cir-
culates amongst class correcting pronun-
ciation scenes from real life they are anxious to ac-

quire
and helping weaker students the skills needed to communicate

student controlled practice students what they see the vocabulary and exer-
cisescome forward to ask the teacher for involved in the lessons become mean-
ingfulanswers to the ones they didnt get and thus more effective learning
takes place with knowledge comes confi-
dence

practice teacher thewriting puts and the students are more willingwritten sentence the black-
board

pattern on and better able to transfer what they havebut leaves blank the for thespace learned in the classroom to the outsideverb students fill in the blanks advanced world the use of the overhead projectorstudents supply the answers incan any in the teaching of a second language isnumber of different verb tenses therefore a worthwhile aid in helping
questions at large teacher asks ques-

tions
to bridge the communication gap between

about the personal life of each figure the classroom and life in the community
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